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This year we have move about from working exclusively 
in the construction and official monitoring of the statistics 
of the energy sector in Latin America and the Caribbean 
to the development of an Energy Outlook for our region. 
Our traditional Energy Statistics Yearbook has become the 
Energy Outlook of Latin America and the Caribbean.

What is the meaning of this new contribution in terms of 
the information made by OLADE, beyond the obvious name 
change?

The answer is simple and concrete. We have returned in the 
path of creating knowledge, focused on provide freely the 
prospective studies of Latin America and the Caribbean. The 
studies provide possible scenarios for the development and 
evolution of our region’s energy sector, constructed under the 
work and the official contribution of our Member Countries.

Likewise, equally important, relevant and valid are the studies 
on the projection of the evolution of the energy sector made 
by global agencies, such as the International Energy Agency, 
published in their “World Energy Outlook”. However, we also 

need to contrast these global results and trends with what is observed in our region. In this sense, in this first 
Energy Outlook of Latin America and the Caribbean, published in 2018, based on information of 2017, we 
present the important results of the analysis of the different probable scenarios for the LAC sector, and the 
respective comparative analysis with main global studies.

The Energy Outlook of Latin America and the Caribbean 2018, also collects and presents official statistical 
information of our Member Countries, processed based on information of 2017. In the analysis of the base 
year information, it is concluded that the energy sector of Latin America and the Caribbean is on a deep and 
continuous change, marked mainly by the new technological trends in sources and energy uses.

One of these changes refers to the introduction of non-conventional renewable energy sources into the 
regional energy matrix. This phenomenon is gradually consolidating with great advances in this regard in 
some of the region’s main economies. However, the gap between countries in the development of renewable 
potential, leads to the increase in the final energy demand in the last 5 years, which is higher to the rate of 
introducing the renewable generation. Therefore, on LAC average, the contribution of renewable generation to 
cover the increase in electricity demand has been lower than 45%, and the introduction of fossil generation 
has covered large part of this growth (in a proportion equivalent to the remaining 55%) to supply the final 
electricity demand. It is worth to highlight the evolution of Central America that, beyond achieving in the last 5 
years the increase in electricity demand with the generation from renewable sources, there has been a gradual 
replacement of fossil power generation. Nevertheless, if we analyze this important subregional result with the 
LAC average, the result has a very simple interpretation. The renewability of our power generation has shown 
a decline in the last 5 years. Although there have been advances in the introduction of renewable generation in 
many countries, these have not been enough to offset the increase in electricity demand in our region.

Between 2016 and 2017, we have observed an auspicious progress regarding to electricity access, the region 
has gone from 20 million people without electricity access to 19 million in 2017. In the analyzed year, Haiti 
presented important improvements due to concrete electrification projects. If we maintain the rate of electricity 
access observed in the last 5 years, the region should have energy universal access in a span of 13 years. It is 
well known that the compliance of this component as one of the specific objectives of ODS 7 will require more 
time than expected, given that the latest electrification efforts are more complex, costly and will occurred at a 
lower rate. Though, the improvements observed throughout the last decade are auspicious. 
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ALFONSO BLANCO BONILLA
Executive Secretary

OLADE
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Another point to highlight in the evolution of the energy sector in our region, is the role Natural Gas in the 
primary energy matrix. Natural gas has gone from representing 29% of the primary energy matrix in 2012 to 
34% in 2017. This evolution is strongly conditioned by the technological improvements associated with liquefied 
natural gas, which have allowed the development of liquefaction and regasification projects throughout the 
entire region. The development of Argentina’s non-conventional reserves will projected the production of the 
country from the development of one the main non-conventional hydrocarbons global reserves. This gradual 
introduction of Natural Gas is mainly focus on the replacement of liquid hydrocarbons in the power generation. 
The share of Natural Gas in the power generation has increased from 23% in 2012 to 28% in 2017.

In 2018, OLADE celebrated 45 years since its creation. From there to now, since the signing of Lima Agreement, 
our region has achieved great progress in many of its principal indicators. As known, LAC had more than 130 
million people without access to electricity in 1973, and today the value has been reduced to less than 20 
million. This is a clear example of the results in terms of planning, policies and investment in the sector (private 
and public). However, we are still the most unequal region in the planet, we have needs at the infrastructure 
and investment level. Also, we have the need to consolidate our institutions by defining State policies, as well 
as, stable regulatory and legal frameworks that go beyond government administration and that provide the 
necessary trust of our institutions.  

We must coordinate to break the existing gaps between the countries of our region. We have to generate 
regional markets, that allow dynamic and complementary energy exchanges, that are not only based 
exclusively on bilateral relationships among countries; that contribute to regional electricity security of and 
provide robustness to energy systems. These are some of the many challenges and fundamental opportunities 
that our region faces nowadays. 
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